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You may download this file: OS X 10.9, 10.8, 10.7, 10.6, 10.5,
10.4, 10.3, 10.2, 10.1, 10.0, 9.x, 8.x, 7.x, 6.x. You can open it
from the file manager in your computer. To learn more about
F. A: Yes there is. Download the "Acceleration.iso" from here
and then use the PowerISO application to open the ISO file. It
can be done without having a DVD-Reader or a DVD. If your
computer has such a reader or a card reader you can insert the

disc into it and it should detect it as a new software or
hardware disk. Change Log ========== ## v3.2.0 *

Separate `client` and `proxy` to avoid conflicts with other
libraries * Fix deadlock with promise-based workers. Thanks

to @jesstelford * Add support for constants in postCSS.
Thanks to @dragosgray * Remove unit tests and generated

files, thanks to @manohar for the PR * Add test support for
`SourceMap` at `client/test-worker.js` ## v3.1.1 * Fix deadlock

with some workers. Thanks to @jesstelford ## v3.1.0 * Re-
order workers to avoid deadlock. Thanks to @jesstelford *
Make `builder.has` return `true` for `inline` objects * Add

support for `--` argument to plugins ## v3.0.0 * Split into client
and proxy modules * Add support for `translate()` functions *

Change worker worker to avoid file descriptor leaks * Add test
for `v2.8.1` * Add support for `co.wrap()` * Change `client` to
watch for the worker changes * Remove tests and generated
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files, thanks to @manohar * Use `worker-farm` for worker
management * Use `spawn-slaves` for slave management * Fix

some syntax errors
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